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It’s the premise of compulsory execution that whether the judgment has the 
execution force, the execution force is restricted, and the execution force is expanded 
to a third party. The continental law system usually refers to the litigation of 
permission of execution, which is absent in our country. However, we resort to the 
approach of the written orders of execution in practice, which is of great disadvantage 
of non-litigation. The article studies the litigation of permission of execution in our 
country, and focuses on the actionable system of settling dispute. 
Chapter one: Basis of Litigation of Permission of Execution. First, it expounds 
the current flaw in both the legislation and the judicial practice, concluding that the 
litigation is indispensable. And then it demonstrates the theoretical basis through 
analyzing the mechanism of civil procedure and the limitation of judgment effect. The 
litigation would be rather the relief for litigation than the relief for execution. 
Chapter two: Legislation Model of the Continental Law System. Through 
discussing and comparing the different legislation models of German, Japan and 
Taiwan region of China, we put forward four referential principles: the relief of due 
procedure, the separation between trial and execution, the distinction between 
procedural relief and substantive relief, and executing conveniently. 
Chapter three: Suggestions of Litigation of Permission of Execution in Our 
Country. (1)Connotation: First, it is different from the litigation of objection to claim, 
of objection to object, of subrogation, of revocation, of creditor torts and so on. And 
then discussing the object of the action, we conclude that the judicial authority 
spectrum of this litigation shall involve the substantive relationship, which is referred 
to as cause of dispute. (2)System: the litigation shall settle two disputes just on 
limitation and expansion of execution force , while the one on general essence only 
resort to the procedural relief. Some different situations of expansion, such as 
substantive parties, successors, objects possessor, and procedural parties, are 
discussed in details. (3)Procedure: exclusive jurisdiction of execution court, and 
undertaking of civil division of it; procedural examination of execution court before 
















Chapter four: Discussion on the Draft of the Judicial Interpretation about 
Alteration and Superaddition. In practice, it favors the creditor to superadd liquidator 
after disincorporating, shareholder who contributes disloyally or embezzles fund, the 
third party who possesses or accepts property without compensation, the enterprise 
newly founded by the debtor, the spouse, and the judgment hypo-debtor and so on, as 
debtors subject to execution. However, most of these problems should resort to other 
litigations, not all be regarded as the expansion of execution force. 
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不予受理”等语。结合适用民诉法 140(1)① ② 和民诉法 140(2)的规定，申请执行
人对不予受理裁定不服的，可以上诉。但被执行人如对受理决定不服的，执行若
                         
① 我国法律和司法解释在“款”前并无编号，此处为笔者所加，下同。 
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